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SUMMARY
The purpose of this summary is to help you organize some of the recommended work, with
emphasis on the first year. This list should not be considered all-inclusive, since there may be other
things you might want to add.
Immediate and next few months:
•
Repair plumbing leak at toilet
•
Replace carpeting in upper level and stretch lower level carpeting
•
Install vapor barrier over 100% of crawlspace floor
•
Remove wood debris from crawlspace
•
Control standing water in crawlspace
•
Maintain heating unit and check for CO emissions
•
Upgrade caulking in bathrooms
•
Improve water heater pressure relief piping
•
Improve water heater earthquake straps
•
Install GFCI’s
•
Make minor electrical repairs
•
Paint the exterior trim
•
Repair/replace window screens
•
Adjust the garage door opener
•
Install smoke alarms
•
Install carbon monoxide detector
•
Repair or upgrade the weather-stripping at front door
•
Further investigate dryer vent discharge and upstairs fan bath discharge
•
Clean bathroom and laundry area exhaust fans
•
Repair handrail to upstairs
•
Repair dog/cat damage to trim and wallboard
First year:
•
•
•
•
•

Eliminate earth/wood contact at column at front
Replace vinyl flooring in bathrooms
Trim plants away from siding
Eliminate siding/soil contact
Further investigate downspout discharge if standing water in crawlspace persists

Five years:
•
Replace heating unit
•
Resurface roof
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Ten years:
•
Replace water heater
Annual:
•
•
•
•
•

Test GFCI’s monthly
Test smoke alarms monthly
Maintain heating unit
Clean the gutters
Control mold in crawlspace
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INTRODUCTION
This report was prepared from the perspective of what an owner would benefit from knowing. It
discusses things beyond immediate concern. Therefore, this report needs to be read completely to
fully understand the information.
Dave Pioli, P.E. performed a limited structural and mechanical inspection of this property. A copy
of his resume is attached.
This written report is the complete response to your request for an inspection of this property
and should be read in full. It supersedes any discussions that may have occurred during the
inspection. If you have any questions about this report or our inspection, please call our office
immediately for clarification.
If there is any area of this property where you have a particular concern based either on this report
or your own personal observations, we recommend a more exhaustive technical evaluation.
Our primary purpose is to provide an understanding of the house you are considering. We do of
course look for problems, particularly those we would consider major deficiencies. Please keep in
mind that we generally define a major deficiency as one that would cost approximately $1,000 or
more to correct. Any house will have minor items deserving attention. Often these are matters of
personal preference. It is not the intent of our inspection to detail every minor defect we might find.
Our inspection and report do not include code compliance, mold investigations, environmental
investigations, indoor air quality analysis, municipal regulatory compliance, subsurface
investigation, verification of prior uses or records research related to the property.
Our report is limited to observations at the time of the inspection, using visual observations, simple
tools and normal homeowner operational controls. No destructive or invasive testing was
performed. Our report is not to be considered a guarantee of condition and no warranty is implied.
We offer several types of inspections. The Standard Home Inspection relies on visual evidence,
while the Exhaustive Inspection relies on visual evidence plus analysis, invasive testing and
extended on-site evaluation. Details can be found in the Agreement For Services (pre-inspection
agreement).
Based on discussions prior to our inspection, you have chosen the Standard Home Inspection.
This report is based on examining the major systems, specifically the HVAC system, plumbing,
electrical and structural systems. It provides an opinion about the condition and is not an exhaustive
technical evaluation. No surface materials, belongings or furniture were moved. We are not
responsible for conditions that could not be seen or were not within the scope.
This inspection is in compliance with the Standards of Practice as set forth by the State of
Washington, Chapter 308-408C WAC.
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The following definitions are used in this report:
Average
Typical for this part of the country and for buildings of similar age and type.
Excellent
Component is in new condition.
Good
Component is sound and performing its function, although it may show signs of
normal wear and tear. Maintenance may be required.
Fair
Component falls into one or more of the following:
• Repairs or workmanship not in compliance with commonly accepted practice.
• Repair is required.
• Approaching end of expected service life.
Poor
Component has failed or cannot be relied upon. Repair or replacement is
required.
Ratings are determined by comparison to buildings of similar age and type. Some details of
workmanship and materials may be examined more closely in higher quality buildings.
This report is not intended to determine the insurability of this home or its components, materials or
systems. Insurance companies use many different standards and criteria to determine what is or is
not covered. For example, some do not cover certain types of siding or electrical systems. If this is
a concern to you, we suggest that you further investigate this with your insurance agent.
Attached to the hard copy of this report are the Inspection Field Notes, which contain additional
information and are considered part of this report.
All directions (left, right, etc.) are taken from the viewpoint of facing the front of the building or via
north, south, east and west.
DESCRIPTION
This house is a duplex townhouse, 2-story residence. As we understand, this home was constructed
in 1990. There is a crawlspace under all of this building, which was accessible for inspection under
this unit only.
STRUCTURE
Our evaluation is based mostly on indirect observations. We look for cracks, bulges and other
evidence of distress. As with any limited inspection, it is possible that there are structural
deficiencies that cannot be known. The foundation footing and most of the framing was
inaccessible or not visible, limiting this inspection.
The sub-structure consists of concrete foundation walls, while the super-structure consists of stick
framing. This is a standard method of construction.

Where visible the foundation is generally in good condition.
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While there was no visible evidence of significant rot, it should not be assumed that no rot exists.
Rot can result from moisture underneath the siding, behind trim or in the walls should insulation or
other obstacles restrict drying. It is possible that you will encounter rot should you disassemble
portions of this structure not normally visible. This is typical for any home.
For all practical purposes, there has been little or no settlement or movement of the house and it can
be described as structurally sound.
SITE
The driveway and sidewalk material were in good condition.
SEISMIC CONDITION
This is not a complete assessment of the seismic condition, which requires a detailed inspection,
measurements, computations and drawings.
Modern structural design accounts for two types of loading on a structure. These are in the vertical
direction from gravity and lateral loads from wind and earthquakes. Contrary to popular belief, it is
common for design of the lateral restraints to be controlled via wind loads, as opposed to seismic
loading. The lateral loads from seismic events vary with the type of construction, soil conditions
and the specific vibrations produced by the seismic event. Structures on granular or compacted dry
soil tend to experience shaking of lower amplitude than on softer, saturated, fine grained or organic
soils.
This is a modern house and its construction was subject to modern building standards as
enforced by the local building official. Although nearly all pertinent seismic framing and
anchorage features were not visible during our inspection, you may reasonably expect that the
house at least meets those minimum standards, as long as proper approval and inspections were
conducted.
FOUNDATION WATER
There was standing water on approximately 5% of the crawlspace floor. This exists in the vicinity
of where the sewer pipe penetrates the foundation. It appears that some water has seeped around the
space between the sewer pipe and the concrete wall. Sealing this gap may somewhat reduce
standing water.
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One way to address standing water in the crawlspace is to raise the floor of the crawlspace with
gravel. This consists of removing the vapor barrier and any debris and importing enough pea gravel
or other free draining gravel to above the level of past standing water. The vapor barrier would then
be re-installed. In this way all the standing water is contained below the level of the vapor barrier.
If standing water cannot be controlled via these measures, then the installation of a sump pump in
the crawlspace is recommended. It may be necessary to regrade a small portion of the crawlspace
floor to allow the area to drain to the sump and/or installation of a French drain type system.
We recommend that you consider investigating the location of the downspout discharge. It is
possible that the downspouts drain into a gravel-filled trench or pit near the foundation. This may
be contributing to the water seepage into the structure. It may be necessary to do some exploratory
excavation to determine this or to hire a drainage contractor to video scope the buried lines. The
gutter downspouts should discharge ten to fifteen feet away from the house to minimize "short
circuits" of water into the foundation.
VENTILATION
Ventilation is important for all buildings. Attic ventilation reduces the amount of trapped moisture
and increase roof life by reducing heat. Crawlspace ventilation is needed to remove ground
moisture.
The amount of attic ventilation appears to be adequate and there is no evidence of excessive
moisture in the attic.
We were able to locate ductwork for what appeared to be the kitchen fan, laundry area fan and the
master bathroom. However, we were unable to confirm the fan exhaust for the upstairs hall
bathroom and/or dryer.
We did note accumulation of lint behind the dryer implying a significant leak. Repairs are needed.
Screened vents provide crawlspace ventilation. The amount of ventilation appears to be adequate.
Crawlspace ventilation is extremely important to minimize the effects of any water that might seep
into this area. We recommend keeping all of the vents open.
The entire dirt floor of the crawlspace was mostly covered with a vapor barrier material
(polyethylene is commonly used) to help keep the humidity level low and dampness out of the
wood framing. The floor of this crawlspace was only partially covered with a vapor barrier. We
suggest covering the entire dirt surface. Rocks, bricks or chunks of concrete can be used to hold the
vapor barrier in place. Wood should never be used as it can promote rot and wood-destroyinginsect infestation.
There is some wood and cellulose debris on the crawlspace floor. This material tends to retain
moisture, restrict ventilation and is a habitat for wood destroying organisms and should be removed.
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The dryer vent duct should be cleaned periodically to reduce the build-up of lint, which is a fire
hazard and restricts airflow. The flapper valve or screen, at the exterior should also be checked and
cleaned. This ductwork should discharge to the exterior.
See Section Environmental for a discussion on mold.
HEATING

Fuel .................................................................................................................................gas
Distribution......................................................................................................forced hot air

This house is heated by a forced hot air heating unit. The heating unit was in operation.
In general, the dependable service life of gas forced hot air furnaces is approximately 20 years.
We recommend that the heating unit be cleaned and serviced immediately, for proper operation.
This cleaning and servicing should include the burner, controls, fan motor, blower, filter, etc. We
also suggest periodically cleaning all ductwork.
We recommend that a heating contractor conduct an analysis to determine if there are leaks in the
heat exchanger. Leaks allow contamination of the interior air, which is a health hazard.
For energy efficiency it is necessary to clean or replace the furnace filter twice a year.
ENERGY EFFICIENCY
The important areas of energy efficiency are conduction and infiltration losses. Conduction (loss
through the walls and ceiling) is primarily controlled by insulation. Infiltration loss (drafts) is
controlled by caulking and weather-stripping.
Where visible the insulation material was fiberglass.
In this house, the insulation appears to be adequate but a significant improvement in energy
efficiency will be realized with attention to infiltration losses.
Where visible, attic insulation consisted of 14 inches of insulation. This essentially conforms to
present standards of heat conservation.
Where visible, there is fiberglass blanket insulation under the floors. This conforms to present
standards of heat conservation practice.
The presence of insulation within the walls could not be confirmed from visual evidence. Since this
is a relatively newer home it is likely that the walls are insulated with 3 to 4 inches of insulation.
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The windows are "thermal pane" (double glazed) windows. If kept maintained, these windows
should serve you well. The seal was checked in these windows and no problems were noted. Such
defects are not always visible because of varying temperature and humidity conditions.
The weather-striping was poor at the front door. As we discussed, this door has some previous
damage and the door is questionable and you should consider removal and replacement of the entire
unit.
PLUMBING

Water supply......................................................................................................... municipal
Sewer/septic.......................................................................................................... municipal
Supply piping .............................................................................................copper and PEX
Waste piping ..............................................................................................................plastic
Location of main water shutoff valve.............................................................not observed

An expansion tank was present on the water supply piping.
Water volume in the various plumbing fixtures was normal. Most fixtures were tested and found to
be in working order.
There is an obvious plumbing leak visible in the crawlspace around the toilet from the main floor
powder room. Repairs are needed.
Where visible the drain piping was in good condition.
The water heater was in operation and has a capacity of 40 gallons. Water heaters can be expected
to last up to ten years. Anticipate replacing this unit in the next 10 years.
We recommend adding or improving the strapping securing the water heater. This strapping tends
to reduce movement of the water heater and therefore damage to the water supply or the electrical
system during a seismic event. Typically metal straps are used, which are secured either to the
framing or adjacent concrete wall.
The water heater was equipped with a temperature pressure relief (TPR) valve. The associated
piping was poor. Repairs are needed.
The temperature of the water was not checked. This temperature should be checked periodically,
using a thermometer at a hot water faucet. We recommend a temperature of 120 degrees for safety
and energy efficiency.
The capacity of the water heater however may not be adequate for the needs of this house and a
larger unit is recommended when this one is replaced.
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ELECTRICAL

Amperage ..........................................................................................................100 Amperes
Voltage .......................................................................................................... 120 – 240 volts
Service panel breaker or fuses ..................................................................................breakers
Type of branch wiring .....................................................................................................MN
Service: overhead or underground ....................................................................underground
Presence of service-grounding conductor and electrode .......................................not visible

Our investigation of the electrical system is limited to the visible components, entrance cable, meter,
service panel, outlets and the visible portions of the wiring. A large portion of the electrical system
is hidden.
The cover of the electrical service panel was removed to investigate the conditions inside.
The apparent capacity is adequate.
We were unable to detect power at the rear deck outlet.
investigated.

This condition should be further

The main breaker service panel appears to be a relatively modern unit and was in good condition.
Aluminum wiring has been used for major circuits (240 volts) and/or incoming power supply. This
use of aluminum wiring is generally accepted by the electrical code and is typical. No aluminum
wiring was noted (at the service panel) in the branch wiring.
The main breaker is located on the exterior of the building in the fenced in backyard.
recommend installing a padlock to prevent unexpected power loss.

We

The current version of the National Electrical Code (NEC) requires that nearly all branch circuits in
the interior of the home be equipped with arc fault circuit interrupters (AFCI). This code
requirement applies to new homes and renovations. The purpose of an AFCI is to detect arc faults
(essentially loose wires) in electrical circuits that could cause a fire.
For improved safety, we suggest the installation of AFCI protection on the branch circuits. An
electrical can easily advise where the protection is needed and install the devices. Monthly, the
operation of the AFCI should be tested using the test button on the device (located in the service
panel).
This house is equipped with a ground fault circuit interrupter (GFCI) in the kitchen and bathrooms.
The purpose of a GFCI circuit is to provide positive protection against a shock hazard as it will
“trip” almost instantaneously, thus protecting you. Should a GFCI circuit interrupter trip, simply
reset it for continuing operation. Periodically you should test the GFCI circuit interrupter for proper
operation. When you push the test button, the GFCI circuit interrupter should trip to the “OFF”
position.
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Ground fault circuit interrupters (GFCIs) are recommended for the exterior outlets. Additionally,
repairs are needed to the GFCI outlet in the garage. This poor condition of the outlet may explain
the lack of power at the rear. Repairs are needed.
INTERIOR
As an owner you are best able to judge the condition of the interior. We are concerned with things
that are technically significant, such as stains that might indicate roof or plumbing leaks.
The quality of the interior materials is standard. However, there has been significant wear and
above average damage to such things as:
•
Carpeting is significantly stained at upper level
•
Wood baseboard, trim and stairs stringers have been damaged by dog or cat activity
•
Rear screen door has hole in it from apparent cat activity
•
The vent control strip is damaged at the front upstairs bedroom window
•
Fan in front bedroom is wobbly or out of adjustment
•
Closet doors missing in both bedrooms and laundry area
•
Most windows missing screens and/or damaged
•
Poor caulking at tub resulting in water seepage under vinyl flooring; will need vinyl
flooring if not corrected soon
•
damage to front entrance door
A number of the appliances are quite old and their serviceability is questionable. The reliable
operation of these appliances should not be assumed.
Unless otherwise noted in the Inspection Field Notes, the appliances were not tested. The
condition of these can change unexpectedly. We have included a "Pre-Title Checklist” with this
report for your use.
EXTERIOR

Siding .............................................................................................................................. vinyl
Windows:
Frame ..................................................................................................... vinyl
Glazing................................................................................................ double

The siding was in good condition.
It should be remembered that with low maintenance siding, painting of the trim might be
overlooked. It is important that all exposed wood be well maintained, including painting and
protection of any cracks or splits that might occur.
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The exterior trim paint is in poor condition. The windows in this home are of standard quality.
While some maintenance and repairs will always be needed, these should be serviceable for many
years to come.
As discussed in “INTERIOR,” many of the window screens are either damaged or missing.
ROOFING

Roof surfacing ................................................................................................... composition
Ventilation System ........................................................................... soffit and canned vents
Number of layers ..............................................................................................................one
Gutter downspout empties........................................................................................ into pipe

The roof was examined directly by going onto the roof.
estimated remaining useful life of 7 years.

The roofing is in good condition with an

There is plant and tree debris in the gutters, which should be cleaned out annually and regularly
maintained.
This building is equipped with skylight(s). Although there was no evidence of leakage at the time
of inspection, you should keep in mind that skylights are vulnerable to leakage and should be
inspected and maintained regularly.
At the time of resurfacing the existing roof surface should be removed for inspection of the
sheathing and the application of new flashing and building paper. This will result in a longer
lasting roof.
Regardless of age of the roof, minor leakage should be expected periodically.
We noted only minor amounts of moss on the roof surface. This should be monitored.
ENVIRONMENTAL SCAN
This is not a complete investigation of hazardous materials in the building or soils. Such an
investigation is costly and is beyond the scope of this inspection.
There is some increased concern about radon contamination in single family homes. Radon gas
occurs naturally and forms during the decay of uranium, an element According to the US
Department of Ecology the following counties are in Zone 3, Low Potential and (less than 2
pCi/L):
• Snohomish
• King
• Pierce
• Skagit
For more information on radon visit: www.epa.gov/iaq/radon/zonemap/washington.htm.
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Our inspection does not make any attempt to know or verify the prior uses of this property and
cannot determine whether or not illegal activities have been engaged in on or near the property,
including but not limited to, the use or manufacture of illegal substances, criminal events or the
presence of substances banned or controlled by federal, state or local law. If this is of concern to
you, we recommend that you make appropriate inquiries into past uses to resolve your concerns.
Indoor air quality and mold, is a growing concern. Mold and mildew, fostered by excess
moisture conditions, may lead to respiratory health conditions and for a smaller group of people,
may be toxic. While we may comment on readily visible evidence of mold, this inspection
should not be considered a mold investigation. Individuals specifically trained for such work, if
desired, should undertake such an investigation.
Organizations like the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Centers for Disease
Control (CDC) have not established levels considered safe or unsafe for mold. This is not for
lack of trying; it is a matter of complexity. If you find mold, it often can be removed via chlorine
bleach solution (diluted Clorox) and monitoring to determine if it returns. Controlling moisture
will typically eliminate the opportunity for mold to survive. For more information:
www.iaqa.com
www.epa.gov/iaq/molds/index.html
www.cdc.gov (search on mold)
No readily visible evidence of mold was found during our inspection. However some evidence
of excess moisture was noted in the crawlspace. However, this inspection should not be
considered a specific mold investigation.
LIFE and FIRE SAFETY
While we may make references to code compliance, this is not a code investigation. Such an
investigation is beyond the scope of this inspection.
The fireplace is manufactured gas unit. At the time of the inspection this appeared to be functioning
properly. As with any special equipment, fireplaces need to be operated properly and safely. You
should try to secure a copy of the manufacturer's operating instructions in order to understand fully
the way these fireplaces function and the safety precautions one should follow.
All the smoke detectors were missing. These should be reinstalled immediately. We recommend
abandoning the units stacked in the hallway and purchasing new alarms.
We recommend that smoke detectors be installed and maintained in each bedroom and at least one
per floor. This is an inexpensive safety precaution.
Carbon monoxide can be a by-product of burning oils, natural gas and other fuels. It is odorless and
colorless, which means that it can go undetected. The symptoms of carbon monoxide poisoning can
be mistaken for a cold. Proper maintenance of equipment, including flues and vents is the best way
to avoid carbon monoxide poisoning.
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Carbon monoxide emissions occur during improper operation of automobiles or lawn equipment in
a garage, kerosene heaters, any gas appliance, fireplaces or outdoor grills leaking fumes into a
window or door.
We recommend maintaining a carbon monoxide detector.
The handrail is missing to the upper level. Repairs are needed.
GENERAL
The porches were generally in good condition.
There was no access under this deck so we cannot comment on the condition of the supports under
the deck.
The garage door opener is equipped with photo-eyes that actuate an auto-reverse function. This
appeared to be operational.
The garage door is in need of adjustment. This door should be set to reverse when resistance to
closing is applied.
The plants around this house are too close. This can cause premature deterioration of the paint and
siding. These should be trimmed to provide several inches clearance from the siding.
Some of the siding is close or touching the ground. As a result, splashback (during rainstorms) and
upward migration of water from the adjacent ground will lead to rot and deterioration. We
recommend re-grading to eliminate the earth/wood contact.
CONCLUSION
There is no one way to build or remodel a house. You may encounter contractors whose opinions
differ from ours. We cannot be responsible for action you take, unless we have the opportunity to
review the conditions, before repairs are made.
No reproduction or re-use of this report is permitted without consent.
If you have questions, call our engineer. There is no additional charge for a reasonable number of
phone consultations. Should a re-inspection be necessary, an additional fee will be charged.
Thank you for the opportunity to be of assistance.
Sincerely,
Dave Pioli, P.E.
Principal
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WOOD DESTROYING ORGANISM
INSPECTION REPORT
This report is intended to be a Complete Wood Destroying Organism Inspection Report as
defined by the Washington State Department of Agriculture (WSDA). The intent of this
document is to meet the requirements of WAC 16-228-2005 Wood destroying organism
inspections and reporting criteria. This report is typically referred to as a “pest inspection”.
Our objective is to identify evidence of wood destroying organisms (WDO). Because of the
insidious habits of WDO’s, no responsibility is assumed for conditions that were not visible.
This is not a warranty or guarantee that there are no WDO’s.
Within this report we refer to rot and fungal wood rot interchangeably. Rot is a fungus and is a
WDO.
Based on observations in the accessible areas, no WDO activity was evident.
There are conducive conditions for WDO’s at this property. These include:
•
Exterior wall surfacing in close/direct contact with the ground
•
Plants in contact with the house
•
Plumbing leak at downstairs toilet
•
Earth/wood contact at column at entrance area
•
Wood and/or cellulose debris in crawlspace
•
Standing water in crawlspace
•
Inadequate vapor barrier in crawlspace
These should be corrected, as practical, to reduce the potential for WDO activity.
Only the unit of interest was entered for inspection.
WAC 16-228-2045 requires that a diagram be prepared for WDO Inspection Reports. A copy
(of the diagram) is available upon request and will be included with the bound hard copy of
this report.
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LEGEND FOR
COMPLETE WOOD DESTROYING ORGANISM
INSPECTION DIAGRAM

ANOTATION:
ACTIVITY:

DESCRIPTION:

F:
CA:
MA:
T:
S:
AB:
FS:
X:

Fungal wood rot
Carpenter ant activity
Moisture ant activity
Dampwood termite activity
Subterranean termite activity
Anobiid beetle activity
Frass: insect excrement or byproduct of insect feeding or tunneling
Structural damage

CONDUCIVE CONDITIONS:
ES
PS
EW
VB:
P:
FW:
CD:
GD:
D:
PL:
M:
IC:

Earth/siding contact
Pavement and/or patio in contact with siding
Earth/wood contact
Incomplete vapor barrier
Plants in contact with wood or siding
Form wood or cardboard forms, remaining in crawlspace
Cellulose or other debris
Poor control of gutter/downspout discharge or leaking gutters
Debris or firewood in contact with siding
Plumbing leak
Excessive moisture, standing water or evidence of standing water
Inadequate clearance between framing or wood and earth

GENERAL:
IA:
CSA:
V:
NV:
DS:

Inaccessible area
Crawlspace access
Existing vent
New or proposed vent
Detached structure
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PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE
DAVE PIOLI, P.E.
Area of Expertise
Dave Pioli, P.E. is a licensed Professional Engineer in Washington and Oregon. He provides
inspection services and specializes in the area of structural evaluations and environmental issues
for residential and commercial buildings.

Qualifications
Mr. Pioli is the Principal of Criterium–Pioli Engineers, an engineering firm that specializes in
building inspections. He has inspected thousands of residential and commercial buildings in the
greater Seattle area. Evaluations have included structural soundness, Capital Needs
Assessments, Condominium Reserve Studies, design plans of repair, as well as hazardous
materials, slope stability, and safety. Additional projects include Comprehensive Needs
Assessments for multi-family housing, fraternity/sorority houses and funeral homes.
Mr. Pioli also has experience as a residential remodeling contractor.
Prior to his affiliation with Criterium-Pioli Engineers, he was the sole proprietor of
Environmental Engineering where he was responsible for the design of methane gas studies for
construction near abandoned landfills, and preparation of permit and construction drawings for
topsoil manufacturing.
Mr. Pioli was employed with EMCON as a Project Engineer for the design of several solid waste
landfills and hazardous waste projects. He also served as Project Manager for the design and
construction of recycling facilities.
Previously, he was an engineer for Glacier Environmental Services, Inc. He was responsible for
the removal of underground storage tanks and environmental clean up projects.

Education and Professional Affiliation
The Ohio State University, BS in Civil Engineering, 1983
Professional Engineer, State of Washington, 1988
Professional Engineer, State of Oregon, 1988
National Academy of Building Inspection Engineers, Professional Member
Board certified Building Inspection Engineer, NABIE, 2008
Structural Pest Inspector, Washington State Department of Agriculture
Vice Chair, Home Inspectors Licensing Board, State of Washington
Licensed Home Inspector, State of Washington, License #203

PRE - TITLE CHECKLIST
The attached report is intended to focus on the major engineering systems (structure, heating,
plumbing and electric) in the building you’re considering. While spot checks of many components
(such as switches, outlets, fixtures, etc.) were made during the inspection and any significant
deficiencies noted in this report, it’s important to understand that the condition of these components can
change at any time. Therefore, we highly recommend at least one more visit to these premises be made
before taking title. This checklist is offered as a guide for this final visit.
Allow sufficient time to comfortably complete this list. Please note that not all of these items will
apply to every building.
Property Address _________________________________ Date Completed ____________________
__________________________________ By _____________________________
OK
GARBAGE DISPOSER
____
KITCHEN STOVE
____
DISHWASHER
____
REFRIGERATOR
____
CLOTHES WASHER
____
CLOTHES DRYER
____
WATER PUMP
____
WATER HEATER
____
LIGHT FIXTURES
____
PLUMBING FIXTURES
____
FIREPLACE/WOODSTOVE ____
ALL WINDOW SCREENS
AVAILABLE
____

Not OK
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____

Ok
LAWN SPRINKLER SYSTEM
____
SWIMMING POOL EQUIPMENT ____
WINDOW LOCKS
____
SIDEWALKS
____
DRIVEWAY
____
SEPTIC/WASTE SYSTEM
____
AIR CONDITIONING
____
GARAGE DOOR OPENER
____
ELECTRICAL OUTLETS
____
SUMP PUMP
____
HEATING SYSTEM
____
DOOR LOCKS & LATCHES
(ALL KEYS AVAILABLE)
____

Not OK
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS AND NOTES

Often weeks and months pass between our initial inspection and your closing on the property.
Your involvement in making this final inspection will help assure you of the home you deserve.

In association with CRITERIUM ENGINEERS, serving the nation since 1957
Copyright 1990, CRITERIUM ENGINEERS
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